2015 f350 super duty

For the truck shopper who needs ultimate capability, it's hard to go wrong with the Ford F Super
Duty. At some point, even full-size pickup trucks run out of power, and that's where heavy-duty
trucks come in to save the day. If you've got way more than the average amount of cargo to haul
around or something serious to tow, a heavy-duty pickup like the Ford F might be right for you.
The Ford F is designed with maximum capability in mind, and this year Ford has made
significant revisions to the optional turbocharged diesel engine. If the standard power from the
6. Properly equipped, the turbodiesel F can now tow a massive 26, pounds, and according to
Ford, returns better fuel economy. So there's more power and the promise of higher mpg, but
lately we've come to expect a bit more out of heavy-duty pickup trucks. Many of these dedicated
workhorses are now surprisingly comfortable and have long lists of luxury options, and
although it's getting on in years, this big Ford is no exception. Base trim levels of the F are
pretty sparse, but cabin surfaces and interior touches are luxurious on upper trim levels.
Features like the optional MyFord Touch infotainment system and its large 8-inch dash-mounted
display prove you don't have to give up modern conveniences for old-fashioned truck
capability. Those luxury extras do add up quickly, though, so be ready to open up your wallet if
you want the finest leather and wood trim. Despite its strengths, the Ford F does have some
serious competition from the usual suspects. The Chevrolet Silverado HD was redesigned this
year and is definitely worth a look. The Ram is also an extremely capable heavy-duty pickup that
deserves attention. The Ram has a more composed ride and a higher-quality cabin to go with its
massive towing capacity, making it our top pick in this segment. And of course there's always
the F's little brother, the Ford F , which is only marginally less capable, as well as the mighty
Ford F It's the only heavy-duty truck of its kind, so if you need the most towing capacity this
side of a big rig, it's your best bet. When all is said and done, though, the Ford F Super Duty is a
stout truck that's definitely worth a test-drive. The Ford F Super Duty is available in three cab
designs: two-door regular cab, extended cab SuperCab and four-door crew cab. There are two
rear axle designs single wheel and dual and two bed lengths 8 feet and 6. Note that the short
bed is unavailable with the regular cab and the dual-wheel rear axle. Further up the ladder, the
Lariat trim comes with foglights, power telescoping and folding mirrors, body-color door
handles, rear parking sensors, automatic headlights, a power-sliding rear window with defrost,
dual-zone automatic climate control, leather upholstery, eight-way power-adjustable front seats
with power lumbar adjustment , power-adjustable pedals, a leather-wrapped steering wheel, a 4.
In crew cab configuration, the Lariat gets a premium Sony audio system. The two upper trims
include many of the Lariat's optional items and bolsters them with special design elements. As
such, the King Ranch adds two-tone paint, a body-color grille with chrome insert, unique trim
and color schemes, special leather upholstery, remote start, a navigation system, heated and
ventilated front bucket seats with a fixed center console and driver memory settings, and the
Sony audio system. The top-of-the-line Platinum is equipped similarly to the King Ranch but
features a significantly different design aesthetic inside and out, while adding inch polished
alloy wheels, tailgate assist step , unique wood-tone interior trim, upgraded leather upholstery
and a heated steering wheel. Many of the features that are standard on upper trim levels such as
navigation and the tailgate assist step are available as options on lower trims. The available
Ford Work Solutions package adds an in-dash computer that's customizable to suit commercial
users and fleets. Also available is the FX4 Off-Road package 4WD models only , which includes
an electronic locking rear differential, all-terrain tires, hill descent control, skid plates and
Rancho shock absorbers. All Ford F models employ a six-speed automatic transmission and
offer a choice between rear- and four-wheel drive, as well as single- SRW and dual-rear-wheel
DRW configurations. The base engine is a 6. Optional is a turbocharged 6. The Ford F Super
Duty comes standard with four-wheel antilock disc brakes, traction and stability control, trailer
sway control, hill start assist, side curtain airbags and the SOS post-crash alert system. An
integrated trailer brake controller is standard on XLT and higher models, while the Lariat trim
level adds rear parking sensors and power-adjustable pedals. A rearview camera is optional on
the XLT and standard on the Lariat and above. In Edmunds testing, an F Platinum 4x4 with the 6.
This is a typical performance for a 1-ton truck. There's no doubt that behind the wheel, the F is
impressive. It feels quick and capable, while the ride is quiet and supple by segment standards.
Bumps can temporarily ruffle the F's composure, though, especially with an empty bed. The
biggest flaw in the F's formula is its steering, which feels slow and vague. Chevy and Ram
deliver a more confidence-inspiring feel through the wheel. We haven't had the chance to test
the new diesel engine yet, but past versions felt smooth and capable while towing heavy loads.
Heavy-duty trucks haven't historically been known for their luxurious cabins, but that has
changed in recent years, and the F has fallen a bit behind. One look at the Ram 's comparatively
lavish new interior will convince you that Ford's got a little room for improvement. The F has a
lot of hard plastics on lower trim levels, and for better or for worse, the overall look screams

"work truck. There's no shortage of storage in the Ford F Another lockable bin for longer items
lives under the rear seats and includes a volt power point. An optional, alternate front bench
design features a middle seat section that can be configured to swallow a laptop and even
hanging files or other business-related items; it also provides a volt power point of its own,
along with a volt inverter. Standard from the Lariat on up is a large multifunction display in the
instrument cluster that allows the driver to customize settings, and relays trip computer, fuel
economy, towing and off-road information. Lariat and higher trims also get the MyFord Touch
infotainment system, which includes two USB ports, an SD card slot and an 8-inch touchscreen
that controls phone, climate control, entertainment and navigation features. Note that this
version of MyFord Touch incorporates large physical buttons for the climate and audio controls
that allow them to be operated by those wearing work gloves. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford F Super Duty. Is it better
to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Dated interior design numb
steering. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. The optional 6. Read more. Write a review See all 8 reviews. So far so good F
dually 6. Ive had this truck for almost a year now and it has about miles on it. I tow big heavy
trailers with it weekly. It has lots of power. The transmission shifts great. The brakes and the
exhaust brake work great. I feel very confident pulling trailers with this truck. This is my first
Ford truck and I would recommend it for someone that wants a truck capable of hauling real
trailers. Tires are wearing great. No problems at all to report. Great truck. I would definitely buy
it again. Read less. This F is a 6. I averaged about 12 MPG for over 33, miles of pulling a 36' fifth
wheel Grand Design Reflection through 40 states including Alaska and 8 Canadian Providences
with no problems other than normal maintenance. My home is my RV. So far this has been an
excellent truck. Power and handling are top notch. I have yet to tow a heavy load but past
experience indicates this will not be a problem. I have used the truck to pull another out of the
mud and it was effortless. I do have the FX4 off road package. My only complaint is the
navigation system. It lacks features found in typical smart phones and is cumbersome to use.
Write a review. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews.
Sponsored cars related to the F Super Duty. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle
Listing Details. This truck has an unusual set up on the back for the tailgate and slide in insert
with toolbox, tow package, tow hitch, towing mirrors, trailer brake control, floor shift
four-wheel-drive, six passenger seating, six brand new tires, stainless wheel simulators, FX4
off-road package, cab lights, sidesteps, 6. This unit is ready to put to work. For financing
assistance with multiple credit unions and lenders in state and out of state apply at Please
realize some vehicles may not qualify with all banks and all out of state situations; feel free to
call ahead to verify. We will be more than happy to work with your bank or credit union of
choice. We can provide bill of sale, copy of title, etc. Financing rates as low as 2. We also accept
cash deals. We assist with and transport to all 50 states even outside the country and will be
happy to help with this process. Also view our website We offer Market based pricing at all
times. This warranty includes our powertrain coverage plus other components of steering,
suspension, brake and electrical systems. Visit Sands Ford of Red Hill for more details. Stillwell
Ford Lincoln. Everything we do is driven by YOU! Hillsdale, MI. Drive Wheel Configuration: four
wheel drive. Is it possible to fall in love with a vehicle? Different terrains and varying weather
conditions will have no effect as to how this vehicle performs. These Super Duty models are
made to serve an especially pure purpose -- to reliably, safely and confidently haul heavy loads
or heavy trailers day after day. Best of all, inside, these workhorses are actually quite
comfortable -- even luxurious in some cases. Ford boasts that its new 6. Strengths of this model
include class-leading tow ratings, full roster of safety features, tougher than standard full-size
trucks, Power Stroke diesel's pound-feet of torque, and Flexibility for commercial use. Lariat
trim. If you're looking for a full-size, super-capable pickup that's also comfortable and â€” dare
we say â€” luxurious, the Ford Super Duty serves it up. Our unmatched service and diverse
Cadillac inventory have set us apart as the preferred dealer in Portland. Visit us today to

discover why we have the best reputation in the Portland area. Price does not include a charge
for 0. Odometer is miles below market average! Call Us Today ! It is equipped with a 6 Speed
Automatic transmission. It is covered by a limited warranty. Best of all the price you see is the
price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. Thank you for your interest in one of AutoNation Ford East's online offerings. It's ready
for you to truly break it in. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or
imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Rear Wheels Dual Rear Wheels Engine Details Transmission Automatic Manual
1. Cylinders 8 cylinders 10 cylinders 3. GVWR Package 82 11, lbs. GVWR Package 13, lbs.
Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents.
Check Availability. New Listing. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 2, listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. So far so good F dually 6. Ive had this truck for almost a year now and it has about miles
on it. I tow big heavy trailers with it weekly. It has lots of power. The transmission shifts great.
The brakes and the exhaust brake work great. I feel very confident pulling trailers with this
truck. This is my first Ford truck and I would recommend it for someone that wants a truck
capable of hauling real trailers. Tires are wearing great. No problems at all to report. Great truck.
I would definitely buy it again. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. No haggling, just straight-forward, friendly service.
They were so nice and helpful. They treated my family great and made buying a car so easy and
enjoyable. I would definitely go back and ill tell all my friends and family about them. Couldn't
be happier with my purchase. I'm very dissatisfied with this dealer. They publish a price and it is
only suppose to be the cash price! They don't disclose that in the ads or their website and when
I called them before going there and told them that I was going to use financing, she didn't
mention it either. Dan responded quickly and got me all the information I asked for we were
working on a deal but unfortunately the truck did not pass inspection. I would work with him
again if another truck comes in. Jim Sommers was the salesman that contacted us and he did a
great job. He was very prompt in his response and sent photos and whatever we needed. We
were not pressured one bit!! It wasn't a bunch of back and forth bullarky like most dealerships.
If I'm in the market again this is the first place I'll look hands down. Kind salesman. Not pushy,
enjoyed talking to him even though we did not purchase from him. Great information and great
follow-up on answers to questions. I bought another brand of car but Flood was professional.
Never returned my email. Went there no one on lot to help me. Contact was pretty standard,
except this was for a Rebuilt title car, so I had a few detailed questions to ask about it. Dealer
contact wasn't able to provide much information about the Rebuilt status, but I assume that's
pretty normal. Car was sold before I could investigate further. They made contact initially but I
had asked them if they would accept a lower offer and had no response. Then saw the vehicle
sold so I guess that was my answer. Rob is a real good dude he stayed in contact with me and
let me know all about the car I was buying. The whole process was quick and easy Jason
Hawkins was my salesman and he was very informative. Would definitely buy here again Was a
very east deal. The guys at Indy Trucks are awesome!! They have some great deals!! Great
people. The dealer was very helpful in assisting me find the vehicle that meets my needs. Would
definitely do business in the near future as my wife is looking for a new vehicle as well. Thank
you Unique. The service I received was excellent. The dealer was friendly and quick to respond.
The car was in perfect condition. Overall, I had a great experience. The mileage, also the
information to finance in the posting. They told me the mileage is correct but the title says " true
mileage unknown " and it can't be financed. Quick response and was answered my questions. I
was notified right away when the truck went off the market. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Request Information. Authorized Ford Dealer. Very
nice truck still debating. Would have like to have seen less miles so warranty would cover it
longer. I have a f limited bough new with 17, I would be keeping it ,always garage kept. I just
wanted something to do some pulling with. Have mostly bought new vehicles. Like Ford all the

time This F diesel is a great ride. Lots of horse power, comfortable and what I paid for it even
with a minor dent on tail gate. It is worth the money. Yes, the truck has all the features that I was
looking for and I thought it was a good deal. Also the previous owner took care of it. Why Use
CarGurus? Popular searches. My notifications My Account. View Photos. Year Select Year
Exceptional mechanical, exterior and interior condition with no visible wear; no reconditioning
required. Minimal wear and tear with no major mechanical or cosmetic problems; may require
limited reconditioning. Normal wear and tear. Has the vehicle ever been in an accident? Does
the vehicle have any flood damage? Are there any mechanical issues or warning lights
displayed on the dashboard? Are there any panels in need of paint or body work? Yes, 1. Yes, 2.
Yes, 3 or more. Are any interior parts broken or inoperable? Do any tires need to be replaced?
Yes, 1 or 2. Yes, 3 or 4. How many keys do you have? Does the vehicle have any aftermarket
modifications? Are there any other issues with the vehicle? Get the Edmunds Appraisal, so you
know what it's worth Get an instant, no obligation offer from CarMax to see how it compares No
contact info needed, no annoying calls. Enter VIN. Generate My Offer. Don't have your VIN?
License Plate. State Select State. Don't have your license plate? Estimated values for the Ford F
Super Duty. See more. Did you know? The term "Blue Book Value" might refer to the Kelley
Blue Book value, but is often used as a generic expression for a given vehicle's market value.
You'll need to know some basic facts about your vehicle, such as the mileage, condition, option
packages and trim level. If the vehicle is in worse shape, you'll want to deduct a couple
thousand dollars for each of the lower two condition levels. Learn more. A number of factors
will affect how much a Ford F Super Duty is worth. For starters, you'll need information such as
the year, mileage, condition level, options
2009 nissan maxima fuse box
ford f650 parts diagram
jayco pop up camper wiring diagram
and trim level. If you need a more accurate number, head to Edmunds, input your vehicle's
details and you'll get an accurate appraisal. The value of a Ford F Super Duty, or any vehicle, is
determined by its age, mileage, condition, trim level and installed options. Head to Edmunds for
a more detailed appraisal, where you can see its estimated dealer retail value along with the
values for other condition levels. There is no one perfect vehicle for everyone, so it is difficult to
make a broad assessment of the Ford F Super Duty. We recommend you read Edmunds expert
reviews and consumer reviews to make that buying decision for yourself. When in doubt, ask to
test-drive the Ford F Super Duty and see how it feels. Get a free appraisal here. To understand if
the Ford F Super Duty is a good vehicle for you, check out Edmunds' expert and consumer
reviews and ratings. To see if it's priced right, check out Edmunds' free appraisal calculator.
Sponsored cars related to the F Super Duty. Sign Up.

